VENTLESS
Combi Ovens
BOILERLESS | ELECTRIC

BKI
Hoodini

™

Every kitchen has a limited amount
of space for equipment that needs
a ventilation system. With the BKI
Hoodini™ ventless hood your oven
can break free.

The BKI Hoodini™ hood, lets you place
your oven just about anywhere. The
Hoodini removes smoke, odor, and
moisture from the oven cavity. Oven fry
bacon or roast chickens and breathe easy.

This solution is free of consumables.
You are not required to buy any
filters or call any service companies
to change them.
This ventless solution is available on
all single stand alone combi ovens
from the mini oven models all the
way up to the 102 size model.
There are no restrictions on
products and recipes that you can
cook in these ovens.

Did you
know?
You can cook
Whole Chicken
Bacon
Burgers & More
from raw!

Test Results for CLBKI-6E-H
Raw Chicken - 1.12 mg/m3:
2 whole chickens/pan for a total of 10 chickens
per load (5 trays). Bone-in, skin-on for 8-hour
period

Raw Bacon - 0.16 mg/m3:
10 strips/pan, for a total of 50 strips per load (5
trays). 8 hour duration
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HOW DOES HOODINI WORK?

1

Main fan starts and pulls cooking
vapors out of oven cavity.

2

Heavy particles drop towards the drain.
Lighter particles get pulled towards the
condenser.

3

Vapor gets drawn over the condenser.
As it cools, water particles form and
drip towards the drain.

4

Remaining vapor gets super heated,
then passes through the platinum and
palladium coated catalytic converter
where gases are further reduced to
carbon dioxide and water.

5

These harmless gases are returned to
the oven cavity to start the cyle over
again.
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Oven cavity with smoke, steam and smells
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Bacon, pepperoni, chicken,
no problem, there is so little
particulate left in the cavity
that cleanup is a snap!

Hoodini™ ventless hood system is the ultimate in ventless hood technology. Hoodini
combines a catalytic converter with a condensing system. It removes steam, smoke
and fumes even when cooking raw proteins.
•
•
•

Ventless hood combines catalytic
system with condensing system
Condenser removes steam exhaust
Catalyst removes smoke and fumes

•
•
•

Integrated hood - no fire
suppression required
Door is not on timed lock (unlike the
competition)
Not for use with any smoker box

ZERO filters to change

Full Sheet Pan

Half Sheet Pan

Hotel Pan

Models

capacity

MINI OVENS

12 x 20 Hotel pans

CLBKI-6E-H
CLBKI-10E-H

3

6

5

10

2-1/2
inch

12 x 20 Hotel pans

HALF SIZE OVENS
CLBKI-61E-H
CLBKI-101E-H

5

5

8

8

2-1/2
inch

12 x 20 Hotel pans

2-1/2
inch

13 x 18 Sheet pans

18 x 26 Sheet pans

FULL SIZE OVENS
CLBKI-62E-H

10

5

CLBKI-102E-H

16

8

Maximum capacities are determined
by rack spacing. Different spacing
may be chosen based on application
needs and cooking preferences which
may reduce the effective maximum
capacity.

42 Allen Martin Drive
Essex Junction, VT 05452

Call or visit our website to learn more about
our innovative cooking equipment.

802.658.6600 | www.bkideas.com

13 x 18 Sheet pans

